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Teachers implemented weekly wellness activities that related to the content in their classes to improve student mental health

As her peers steep tea bags in hot water, junior
Vina Murali explains the various mental health
benefits of drinking tea to her Physiology class as
a part of her Wellness Wednesday project. In order
to emphasize student wellness, Physiology teacher
Jenna Smith implemented a project called Wellness
Wednesday, where pairs of students explain how
different wellness activities, like listening to lo-fi
music and sculpting clay, positively effect mental
health and wellness from a scientific standpoint.
After explaining why these activities are beneficial,
students try out the activity for themselves.
“School can be super stressful and this is just a
way of getting a break from all of that, just feeling
more relaxed," Murali said. "I’ve definitely used some
coping skills outside of class that have helped me do

It [helps] me cope with [things]
outside of class. [For example],
I never knew [lo-fi] music could
help you focus better. Even
when we did it in class, I felt so
much more calm and focused,
and it really helped me do my
work."

VINA MURALI (11)

TEA
CHER

When I was teaching [last
year], one of the things that
really relaxed me was reading
for pleasure, so I thought what
can I do in my classroom to
[read more] because the more
they read for pleasure, the more
they grow as readers and writers."

JIREH TANABE,
ENGLISH TEACHER

LIT
ERA
TURE

We [told her] we go under a lot
of stress with all our classes on
Wednesdays, so [Tanabe] gave
us Wednesdays to relax so we
don’t have to worry about work
in that class."

SAMHITA KASHYAP (10)
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With our partners, we had
to come up with a project
about one of the five main
pillars of health. Me and my
partner did a presentation
about karaoke and how it
can improve mental health
because it releases dopamine."

VYSHNAV
VENKATESH (12)
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my work and feel less stressed in general. We really
go in depth about the science behind it, and it can
be really helpful to understand how our teen brains
work and how we react to all the stress.”
Similar to the way Smith integrates class related
content into wellness activities, English teacher Jireh
Tanabe has done the same with Relaxed Reading
Wednesdays. To help her students improve their
reading skills and lessen the stress most Wednesdays
carry because of all periods occuring that day,
Tanabe sets aside the entire class period every
Wednesday for her students to relax by reading a
book of their choice while listening to spa music.
Sophomore Samhita Kashyap finds that Relaxed
Reading Wednesdays also positively affect her entire
day.

[A]

[B]

SAYING THANK YOU Senior Chancellor Stevens writes his
gratitude card as a part of Vickie Chen (12) and Kacey Bower's
(11) Wellness Wednesday project. In their presentation, Bower
and Chen explained the positive effect making gratitude cards
has on health and well-being. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

[C] PERFECT YOUR CRAFT Senior
Shruti Sharma carefully cuts out a
circular gratitude card. After Vickie
Chen (12) and Kacey Bower's (11)
presentation for the class, everyone
was given construction paper, colored
pencils and scissors to create their own
gratitude card. Photo by Mukta Uparkar
[D] CONSTRUCTION ZONE Senior
Divyani Punj selects a piece of paper
so she can make a gratitude card.
After listening to Bower and Chen's
presentation, Punj learned that making
gratitude cards improves both the
mental health of the recipient of the
card, but also the person writing it.
Photo by Mukta Uparkar
[E] IT'S TEA TIME After listening to Vina
Murali (11) and Nikita Swaminathan's
(11) presentation about the health
benefits of drinking tea, senior Emily
Stolzman relaxes by sipping tea while
reading a book. In their presentation,
Murali and Swaminathan explained how
different types of teas can be soothing
in many different situations, including
for sleeping, reducing stress and
relieving muscle pain. Photo by Mukta
Uparkar

[C]

“Seven periods are a lot for one day, and if
classes are just work, work, and more work, we have
no motivation to come to school,” Kashyap said.
“Getting that break from intensive thinking helps
us be more productive for the rest of the day [and]
there is some motivation to come to school.”
Tanabe grew up in similar conditions to most
MVHS students, so she understands how mental
health and wellness are often overlooked in
academically rigorous places.
"The fact that we have terms like 'self care' and
'wellness' mean that people aren’t taking care of
themselves," Tanabe said. "MVHS students probably
don’t understand [the importance of wellness]. I
think if I can build in wellness, like this, then they can
carry it [with them][B]
later on."

[A] SPRINKLES ON TOP Junior Angela Wang
puts sprinkles onto her freshly frosted cookie as
a part of seniors Jacob Kannankunni and Tanvi
Deodhar's Wellness Wednesday project. After
students decorated their cookies with frosting
and sprinkles, the best decorated cookies were
selected and showcased in front of the class.
Photo by Mukta Uparkar
[B] READING INTO IT Sophomore Irene
Tian reads a book during Reading Relaxation
Wednesdays in Jireh Tanabe's class. Students
were allowed to pick a book of their choosing,
whether it was from home, Tanabe's library or on
an electronic device. Photo by Mukta Uparkar

[D]

PET YOUR

STRESS AWAY
[F]

During the week before finals, Bring Change to
Mind brought farm animals to school to relieve
student stress
[G]

[E]
[H]

[F] YOU GOAT THIS Dressed in snow
gear for spirit week, junior Dilara Oner
strokes a guinea pig's head in the Rally
Court. BC2M partnered with the nonprofit organization Animal Assisted
Happiness which aims to make
children happy by increasing their
interaction with farm animals. Photo by
Mukta Uparkar
[G] CLUCK CLUCK Junior Andrew
Smithwick carefully holds a chicken.
Through Animal Assisted Happiness,
BC2M brought different farm animals
like goats, rabbits, guinea pigs and
chickens for students to pet. Photo by
Mukta Uparkar
[H] SOME BUNNY LOVES YOU
Senior Surbhi Salgarkar holds a bunny
while Jessica Zhou (9) pets it. In
addition to the farm animals, BC2M
also worked with Furry Friends Rescue
to bring therapy dogs for students to
pet later in the week. Photo by Mukta
Uparkar
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